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Remeshing
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► BOXER supports a wide range of Geometry Sources

►When they are imported, they are converted to STL-like tessellated 
surface representation

► The geometry loses any underlying parametric information and 
becomes ‘dumb’
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case3a.stp after import

71442 triangular facets, no part or layer information
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►We build a set of transforms which mirror the actions of changes to 
parametric  CAD.

• Transforms are a collection of:
• Translation
• Rotation
• Scale
• Free-Form Deformation

• ….Acting on the STL facet vertices

► The transforms for each case (3b,3c,3d,3e) are grouped together and 
scaled by a single ‘control-parameter’ for that case

► The control parameter scales the degree of transform between 0 
(baseline position) and 1 (fully transformed position)

► The 4 control parameters exist simultaneously within BOXER and hence 
give access to a 4-dimensional design space

We can manipulate the geometry inside BOXER, but 
not using the CAD prescribed parameters
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Parameter space built inside BOXER
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Exploration of 4D design space
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► 446,411,889 cells

► 413,817,298 nodes

► Preprocessing time ~1 hour

►Meshing time 155 mins (2h34m)

► 256 cores of Intel Xeon  E5-2683 v4 @ 2.10GHz. Infiniband
interconnect. 240Gb peak RAM requirement

► File output 23 Gb CGNS, 5 mins to write to disk

► BOXER internal cell quality metrics monitor cell quality on the fly. Out-
of-metric cells are not allowed within the mesh

Baseline Mesh
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Case 3e Narrow Pod, 
Shorten Pylon
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Manipulate Free-Form Deformation (FFD) box to 
change shape of pylon

Case 3a

Case 3e
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Case 3b Widen Fuselage
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Cases 3b,3c,3e in combination
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LIABILITY

Cambridge Flow Solutions Ltd ("The Company") has used all best endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the work
performed and any information given, but the Company makes no warranty, express or implied, as to accuracy
and will not be liable for any consequences arising out of any inaccuracies or omissions.

The Company excludes all warranties, representations or liabilities to the fullest extent permitted by law. Without
prejudice to the generality of the foregoing the Company excludes any liability for consequential loss or damage
including economic loss, loss of profit, revenue or goodwill.


